Notes:
1. A description of residual disease as "miliary" (disseminated millet seed-like deposits) is treated as > 1cm, as determined by Kaplan Meier survival analysis.
2. LFU = lost to further followup after the time indicated. These patients were censored in the outcome analysis.
3. Y = Ct<45 in 2/3 or 3/3 replicates
4. Y (P) = weak positive = 2/3 replicates giving signal but where 1 or 2 replicates are at Ct>45 OR if 3/3 replicates have Ct>45
5. N (S) = negative = positive signal by SYBER but not probe positive
6. N = No signal in all 3 replicates OR in only 1 replicate (<45 OR >45)
7. ND, not determined.